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a b s t r a c t 

We report numerical simulations of natural convection and conjugate heat transfer in a differentially 

heated cubical cavity packed with relatively large hydrogel beads ( d/L = 0 . 2 ) in a Simple Cubic Packing 

configuration. We study the influence of a spatially non-uniform, sinusoidally varying, wall temperature 

on the local flow and heat transfer, for a solid-to-fluid conductivity ratio of 1, a fluid Prandtl number 

of 5.4, and fluid Rayleigh numbers between 10 5 and 10 7 . We present local and overall flow and heat 

transfer results for both sphere packed and water-only filled cavities, when subjected to variations of 

the wall temperature at various combinations of the amplitude and characteristic phase angle of the 

imposed wall temperature variations. It is found that imposing a sinusoidal spatial variation in the wall 

temperature may significantly alter the local flow and heat transfer, and consequently the overall heat 

transfer. At identical average temperature difference, applying a spatial variation in wall temperature at 

well-chosen phase angle can lead to significant heat transfer enhancement when compared to applying 

uniform wall temperatures. However, this is achieved at the cost of increased entropy generation. 

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Natural convective heat transfer in porous-media is extensively

tudied owing to its occurrence in various industrial and techno-

ogical applications like packed-bed reactors [1–3] , solar air heaters

4] , greenhouses [5] , energy storage [6] , solid waste treatment

7] etc. In most of these applications, the temperature distribution

t the walls is non-uniform. For example, in green houses and so-

ar collectors, the angle at which the sun rays fall at the surface

an result in non-uniform wall temperature. This can influence the

onvective flow and thus the effective heat transfer. 

Several studies have been carried out to investigate the influ-

nce of non-uniform wall temperature on natural convection in

uid-only and porous-media filled cavities. Numerical simulations

f bottom heated - top cooled fluid-only [8] and porous media-

lled [9] cavities with non-uniform wall temperatures report an in-

rease in heat transfer with increase in the magnitude of the non-

niformity of the wall temperature. Similarly, an enhancement in

eat transfer occurs in a side-heated fluid-only filled-cavity with
∗ Corresponding author. 
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on-uniform wall temperature [10] along with a significant change

n the flow pattern. Similar studies with porous media filled side-

eated cavities also report changes in flow patterns and conse-

uent change in Nusselt number with the change in amplitude

11,12] and wavelength of sinusoidal wall temperature variations

13,14] . The phase difference between the sinusoidal temperature

ariations at the hot and cold walls is observed to significantly

ffect the temperature distribution [15] , especially at large wave-

engths in the wall temperature variation. However, in contradic-

ion to the above literature, a non-uniform heating of the bottom

all and cooling of the side walls in fluid-only [16] and porous-

edia filled-cavities [17] result in the lowering of overall heat

ransfer rate when compared to cavities with constant wall tem-

erature. 

To understand and quantify the loss and degradation of en-

rgy under various heating arrangements, various researchers have

urned to use entropy generation [18] as a guiding pathway. Stud-

es on entropy generation to optimize the heat transfer process in

orous-media filled-cavities with different thermal boundary con-

itions [16,19] , suggest that heating at discrete locations is an ef-

ective strategy for optimal thermal processing of materials. Stud-

es on temperature distribution and heat transfer optimization in
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Nomenclature 

k Thermal conductivity, W/m K 

ζ Fraction of maximum non-dimensional tempera- 

ture, θmax 

Ra f Rayleigh Number based on fluid properties, 

gβ f �T L 3 

ν f α f 

Nu f Local Nusselt number based on fluid properties, 

− L 

�T 

(
∂T 

∂y 

)
wall 

< Nu f > Area-weighted average of the local Nusselt number 

on the left and right walls. 

θ Non-dimensional temperature, 
T − T l 

T r − T l 
θm 

Non-dimensional volume-averaged temperature of 

fluid 

T Temperature, K 

T Spatial mean temperature, K 

�T Mean temperature difference between the left and 

right walls T r − T l , K 

T ref Average temperature between the walls 
T r + T l 

2 
, K 

c p Specific heat capacity, J/kg K 

d Diameter of sphere, m 

< > Vf Averaged over volume of fluid 

L Height of cavity, m 

RMTD Root mean sq.deviation of temperature. 
˙ S θ Total volumetric non-dimensional entropy genera- 

tion representation 

f Fluid 

m Volume-weighted average 

s Solid 

l Left wall 

r Right wall 

θ amp 

l 
Amplitude of non-dimensional sinusoidal wall 

temperature at the left wall 

CWT Constant wall temperature 

Vol ( f ) CD Cumulative distribution of fraction of fluid volume 

SWT Sinusoidal wall temperature 

	ph Phase angle of the non-dimensional sinusoidal wall 

temperature at the left wall 

u Pore-scale velocity, m/s 

u 

∗ Non-dimensional pore-scale velocity, 
u 

U 0 


 Irreversibility coefficient, 
νρT re f 

k 

(
α

L (T r − T l ) 

)2 

U 0 Characteristic velocity scale, 
Ra f 

1 / 2 α

L 
, m/s 

X, Y, Z Represents the rectangular coordinate system 

g Accel. due to gravity (acts along Z axis), m/s 2 

p Pressure, N/m 

2 

ρ Density of fluid, kg/m 

3 

ν Kinematic viscosity of fluid, m 

2 /s 

φ Porosity 

β Coefficient of volume expansion of fluid, K 

−1 

α Thermal diffusivity,( k / ρc p ), m 

2 /s 

fully and partially filled porous-media [20–22] indicate the strong

influence of non-uniform temperature in entropy generation and

pore-scale temperature distribution. 

All the studies above on porous-media filled cavities are based

on the Darcy assumption where one assumes that the porous
ength scales are small compared to flow and thermal scales, such

hat the detailed morphology of the porous medium does not in-

uence the large scale flow and temperature distribution. However,

n many real-life applications such as the ones reported above, the

orous length scales are not small compared to their flow and

hermal counterparts. Also, the variation in temperature distribu-

ion and the associated change in heat transfer demands for an in

epth analysis of the influence of non-uniform temperature at the

oundaries in systems where the flow and thermal scales are com-

arable to the pore-scale. 

In our earlier work [23–25] we reported on the local flow and

eat transfer in bottom-heated, top-cooled cavities with isother-

al walls and filled with coarse grained porous media. In these

tudies we quantified the influence of material, packing, and size

f coarse-grained porous-media on local flow and heat transfer at

ifferent Rayleigh number. 

In the present work, we report detailed CFD simulations of

 differentially heated coarse-grained porous-media filled-cavity

ith sinusoidal spatial variations in the wall temperature at dif-

erent phase angles, to understand its influence on the local flow

nd temperature distribution and on entropy generation. We com-

are the flow and temperature distributions to those in a cavity

ith uniform wall temperatures. We also compare the results with

ater-only filled differentially heated cavities under similar condi-

ions, to understand the influence of coarse-grained porous-media

n enhancing/suppressing heat transfer. 

. Mathematical formulations and numerical methods 

.1. Physical problem 

We analyze natural convection in a porous-media filled

 × L × L cubical cavity, with side-heated and side-cooled verti-

al walls. Water is used as the fluid ( P r f = 5 . 4 ). The coarse-grained

orous-media is composed of relatively large spherical hydrogel

eads arranged in structured Simple Cubic Packing (SCP), resulting

n a porosity, φ = 0 . 48 . A Simple Cubic Packing has pores that are

eometrically similar to connected vertical and horizontal chan-

els, facilitating flow channelling even at lower Rayleigh numbers

nd thus increasing the impact of the morphology of the coarse-

rained packing on the thermal and flow behaviour. We choose

he ratio of the diameter of the beads, d to the length of the cav-

ty, L to be 0.2. The use of hydrogel beads results in a solid-to-

uid thermal conductivity ratio k s /k f = 1 . The flow in differentially

eated cavities at the Rayleigh numbers discussed later, is steady

nd laminar in nature. We numerically solve the steady-state in-

ompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the energy equation for

he fluid, and the energy equation for the solid. The heat transfer

etween the solid and the fluid domain results in a conjugate heat

ransfer problem. With the Boussinesq approximation ( β�T < <

) [26] , all fluid properties are taken to be constant, except for the

uid density in the body-force term included in the Navier–Stokes

quations. 

Fluid phase : 

∇ · u = 0 (1)

u · ∇u = − 1 

ρ
∇ p + ν∇ 

2 u + g β(T f − T re f ) (2)

 · ∇ T f = α f ∇ 

2 T f (3)

olid phase : 

s ∇ 

2 T s = 0 (4)

or used symbols, refer to the List of Nomenclature. 
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Fig. 1. Geometrical representation of the differentially heated water filled cavity 

with hydrogel beads. The left wall has a sinusoidal non-dimensional temperature, 

with mean value θl = 0 and amplitude θ amp 

l 
= 1 ; and the right wall is maintained 

at a constant non-dimensional temperature θr = 1 . 
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.2. Numerical method 

For our porous media filled cavity simulations the above set

f equations, Eqs. (1) –(4) is discretized and steady-state numer-

cal simulations [27] are carried using the conjugate heat trans-

er solver, ”conjugateHeatSimpleFoam” available in foam-extend- 

.0 [27] , a fork of the OpenFOAM open source library for Com-

utational Fluid Dynamics. We use unstructured tetrahedral grids

o simulate the packed bed cavities. The capability of Open-

OAM to simulate flow using arbitrary tetrahedral meshes is dis-

ussed in [28–30] . Details of our solver validation are discussed in

ppendix A . The fluid temperature Eq. (3) and the solid tempera-

ure Eq. (4) of the conjugate heat transfer problem are combined

nto a combined matrix equation, by the method of block coupling

31,32] . Thus the fluid flow equation is solved in the fluid region

nly, and the energy equation, discretised separately on the fluid

nd solid regions, is solved in a single linear solver call. This en-

ures a strong coupling between the solid and fluid regions. For

ater-only filled cavities we solve Eqs. (1) –(3) using the Open-

OAM solver ”BuoyantBoussinesqSimpleFoam”, which is validated

gainst the results reported in [33] . Here we use structured grids. 

For both water-only and porous-media filled-cavities, a 2 nd

rder central differencing scheme, defined as ”limitedLinear1” in

penFOAM, is used for the convective and diffusive terms [27] . The

ressure-velocity-coupling at each iteration is handled by the iter-

tive SIMPLE algorithm [34] . The energy transport equation Eq. (3) ,

s solved with the divergence-free velocity obtained in each itera-

ion. 

.3. Geometry and boundary conditions 

The simulations are carried out at Ra f varying from 10 5 to 10 7 .

o analyze the data, the temperature and velocity are expressed in

on-dimensionalized form (refer Nomenclature). The right wall of

he cavities is maintained at a constant non-dimensional tempera-

ure, θr = 1 . The left wall of the cavity is maintained at: 

1. a constant temperature (CWT), θl = 0 , or 

2. a sinusoidally varying wall temperature (SWT): 

θl (z) = θ amp 

l 
sin 

(
2 πz 

L 
+ 	ph 

)
(5) 

ith a mean temperature, θl = 0 . The phase angle 	ph varies from

180 ◦ to 180 ◦ (see Fig. 1 ). 

The influence of the amplitude of the sinusoidal temperature

ariation is studied by using two non-dimensional amplitudes,
amp 

l 
= 0 . 5 and 1. The phase angle, 	ph of the sinusoidal wall tem-

erature variation is also varied. The system with CWT can also be

isualized as a system with SWT, where θ amp 

l 
= 0 . All the other

ertical and horizontal walls of the cavity are adiabatic. No-slip

oundary condition is applied at all solid surfaces. Grid indepen-

ence studies are carried out using three different unstructured

etrahedral grids with 1.9 × 10 6 (uniform grid size, � ≈ d /16),

 × 10 6 (non-uniform grid size, � ≈ d /16 in the core and � ≈ d /32

t the walls of the cavity) and 1.03 × 10 7 cells (non-uniform grid

ize, � ≈ d /16 in the core and � ≈ d /64 at the walls of the cav-

ty), at Ra f = 10 7 . Comparing the two finest meshes, a deviation

n < Nu f > of ~ 1% is observed for the case with maximum

 Nu f > and a difference of ~ 0.8% in the case with minimum

 Nu f > . Therefore, the simulations at Ra f = 10 6 and Ra f = 10 7 

re carried out with 5 × 10 6 and 1.9 × 10 7 cells respectively.

e also confirm the quality of the mesh by comparing the de-

ree of uniformity of temperature distribution RMTD m 

(as defined

ater in Eq. (8) ) in the porous-media-filled cavity with the high-

st Nusselt number ( Ra f = 10 7 , θ amp 

l 
= 1 , 	ph = −45 ◦) in which

MTD m 

changes by 2.2% when the mesh is refined from 5 × 10 6 
o 1.9 × 10 7 cells. For the water-only filled cavity simulations, a

rid independence study is carried out using 3 different structured

rids; 32 3 , 64 3 and 128 3 with a grid expansion ratio of 1.2. The

eviation in maximum Nusselt number and RMTD m 

obtained with

4 3 and 128 3 are ~ 0.15% and ~ 0.5% respectively. Thus, the water-

nly filled-cavity simulations are carried out with the finest grid,

28 3 . 

. Results and discussion 

The heat transfer, flow and temperature distributions in the

orous-media filled-cavities are compared to the results from

ater-only filled-cavities with CW T and SW T arrangements at var-

ous phase angles 	ph , three different Ra f = (10 5 , 10 6 , 10 7 ) and

emperature variation amplitudes θ amp 

l 
= {0.5, 1}. 

.1. Wall averaged heat transfer 

To understand the influence of a sinusoidal wall temperature

ariation and its phase angle at different Ra f , we focus on the wall

veraged Nusselt numbers, < Nu f > ( Fig. 2 ). The wall-averaged

usselt number is defined as the area-weighted value of the local

usselt Number on the left and right walls. 

The Nusselt numbers in water-only and porous-media filled

avities with SWT at θ amp 

l 
= 1 and different phase angles, are

ompared with the cavities at CWT. For both CWT and SWT, the

usselt number in water-only filled-cavity ( Fig. 2 (a)) and porous-

edia filled-cavity ( Fig. 2 (b)) increases with an increase in Ra f . The

all-averaged Nusselt numbers obtained for water-only filled cavi-

ies with CWT follow the correlations [33] : 

 Nu f > = 

{
0 . 136 × Ra f 

0 . 305 700 < Ra f ≤ 10 

6 

0 . 236 × Ra f 
0 . 265 10 

6 > Ra f 

ith less than 2% deviation. Lower heat transfer is found in porous

edia filled CWT cavities. 

With SWT non-uniform wall temperatures, the Nusselt num-

er not only depends on Ra f , but also on the amplitude θ amp 

l 
nd the phase change 	ph of the sinusoidal temperature varia-

ions. In water-only filled cavities ( Figs. 2 (a) and 3 ), an ampli-

ude θ amp 

l 
= 1 leads to a maximum heat transfer enhancement
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Fig. 2. Variation of wall-averaged Nusselt number with phase angle at different Rayleigh numbers ( Ra f = 10 5 , 10 6 , 10 7 ) and different amplitudes, θ amp 

l 
= 0 (CWT), 1 in water- 

only (a) and porous media filled (b) cavity. 

Fig. 3. Variation of wall-averaged Nusselt number with phase angle at Ra f = 10 7 

and different amplitudes, θ amp 

l 
(0, 0.5, 1) of cold wall temperature variation in a 

differentially heated water-only cavity ( D ) and porous media filled-cavity ( P ). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Nusselt number contour on the right wall in a water-only (a) and porous 

media filled (b) cavity, with constant temperature of θl = 0 and θr = 1 , at Ra f = 10 7 . 

The contours are represented using a linear scale with 30 contour levels. 

θ  

t  

h

f  

m  

t  

i

3

 

o  

C  

i  

t  

m  
of approximately 30% at 	ph = −45 ◦ for Ra f = 10 5 − 10 6 , and at

	ph = 0 ◦ for Ra f = 10 7 . This maximum heat transfer enhancement

decreases with decreasing θ amp 

l 
( Fig. 3 ). At some values of the

phase changes 	ph , the application of varying wall temperatures

may lead to a decrease in heat transfer, for instance at Ra f = 10 7 ,
amp 

l 
= 0 . 5 and 	ph = 180 ◦ ( Fig. 3 ). In porous medium filled cavi-

ies, ( Figs. 2 (b) and 3 ), an amplitude θ amp 

l 
= 1 leads to a maximum

eat transfer enhancement of approximately 60% at 	ph = −45 ◦

or Ra f = 10 5 − 10 7 . Again, this maximum heat transfer enhance-

ent decreases with decreasing θ amp 

l 
( Fig. 3 ). A decrease in heat

ransfer due to the application of non-uniform wall temperatures

s not observed for porous medium filled cavities. 

.2. Local Nusselt number distribution 

At first, we analyze the local Nu f distribution at the right wall

f both fluid-only and porous-media filled cavities ( Fig. 4 ) with

WT. The maximum heat transfer in a water-only cavity ( Fig. 4 (a))

s uniformly distributed along the horizontal direction at the bot-

om of the right wall. In a porous-media filled cavity ( Fig. 4 (b)) the

aximum heat transfer is limited to the pore-space close to the
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0

Fig. 5. Nusselt number contour at the right wall in a water-only ( top row ) and porous media filled ( bottom row ) cavity, with the left wall having sinusoidal temperature 

distribution of amplitude θ amp 

l 
= 1 and varying phase angle 	ph , at Ra f = 10 7 . The contours are represented using a linear scale with 30 contour levels. 
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Fig. 6. Non-dimensional temperature contours and velocity vectors in a vertical 

plane at X/L = 0 . 41 in a water-only (a) and porous media filled (b) cavity, with 

constant temperature θl = 0 and θr = 1 , at Ra f = 10 7 . The contours are represented 

using a linear scale with 30 contour levels. 

t  

d  

n

u

S  

w  

F  

1  

a  

l  

t  

l  

l

ottom of the right wall resulting in a non-uniform heat transfer

long the horizontal direction. 

The heat transfer at the right wall in the porous-filled cavity is

ery low over a large fraction of the wall area, with heat trans-

er at the top being close to that due to pure conduction. The hy-

rogel beads obstructing the flow result in lower flow velocities

n the porous-filled cavity ( Fig. 6 (b)) when compared to the fluid-

nly cavity ( Fig. 6 (a)). The obstructed flow at the top of the porous-

lled cavity results in a conduction dominated temperature distri-

ution near the top of the right wall, unlike the water-only filled

avity in which the temperature distribution is governed by con-

ection. 

To understand the influence of varying temperature distribu-

ion, a sinusoidal wall temperature with θ amp 

l 
= 1 and different

hase angle, 	ph is applied at the left wall. We analyze its influ-

nce on the Nu f distribution at the right wall (which has a constant

all temperature θr = 1 ) of water-only filled cavities and porous-

edia filled cavities in Fig. 5 . 

In both the cavities, the Nusselt number distribution at the

ight wall is influenced by the phase angle of the sinusoidal left

all temperature. In water-only cavities ( Fig. 5 (D1–D4)), the maxi-

um increase in heat transfer is observed at 	ph = 0 ◦ (D2) while a

aximum heat transfer in porous-media filled cavities is observed

t 	ph = −45 ◦ ( Fig. 5 (P1)). Similar to the porous-media filled cav-

ties with CWT ( Fig. 4 ), the Nusselt number distribution at the

op of the right wall in porous-media filled cavities with SWT

 Fig. 7 (P1–P4)) is low owing to the hydrogel beads obstructing the

ow, which again results in a conduction dominated temperature

istribution near the top of the right wall. 

.3. Local thermal and flow features 

The difference in local heat transfer between CWT and SWT,

nd its dependence on the phase angle in the latter, hints at

ariations in local temperature and flow features, which are fur-
her discussed in this section. The flow velocities u are non-

imensionalized with a characteristic velocity scale, U 0 (refer

omenclature) [35] , such that: 

 

∗ = 

u 

U 0 

(6) 

imilarly, the temperature is non-dimensionalized with the right

all and average left wall temperature (refer nomenclature). In

ig. 6 we analyze the flow and temperature distribution at Ra f =
0 7 , in a characteristic vertical plane at X/L = 0 . 41 , in a water-only

nd porous medium filled-cavity at CWT. In the water-only cavity,

arge flow velocities are found in the thin boundary layers adjacent

o the vertical walls. In the porous media filled cavity, the flow ve-

ocity is low resulting in comparatively thicker thermal boundary

ayers. 
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Fig. 7. Non-dimensional temperature contours and velocity vectors in a vertical plane at X/L = 0 . 41 in a water-only ( top row ) and porous media filled ( bottom row ) cavities, 

with the left wall having a sinusoidal temperature distribution with amplitude θ amp 

l 
= 1 and varying phase angle 	ph , at Ra f = 10 7 . The contours are represented using a 

linear scale with 30 contour levels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Non-dimensional temperature along the vertical line Y/L = 0 . 8 , in a vertical 

plane at X/L = 0 . 41 in water-only (a) and porous media filled (b) cavities, with the 

left wall having a sinusoidal temperature distribution with amplitude θ amp 

l 
= 1 at 

φph = 90 ◦ (red) and −45 ◦ (black), at Ra f = 10 7 . The results are compared with the 

respective cavities at constant wall temperature (blue). (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 

c  

c  
When a sinusoidal temperature distribution at different phase

angles is applied at the left wall, the flow and temperature distri-

butions change considerably ( Fig. 7 ) varying from stable tempera-

ture stratification with virtually no flow at the top of the cavity for

	ph = −45 ◦ ( Fig. 7 (D1 and P1)) to flow penetrating into the core

of the cavities at 	ph = 90 ◦ and 180 ◦ ( Fig. 7 (D3 and D4, P3 and

P4)). In the water-only cavity ( Fig. 7 (D3 and D4)), a large difference

in the flow along the left and right wall is observed. However, no

significant enhancement in heat transfer is obtained owing to the

fluid impinging the right wall at a higher temperature (when com-

pared to Fig. 6 (a)). In a porous media filled cavity ( Fig. 7 (P1)), the

colder fluid moving down the left wall is deviated to the right wall

by the porous media, resulting in fluid at lower temperature to im-

pinge the right wall and thus leading to an enhanced heat trans-

fer when compared to the cavity at CWT, as observed in Fig. 2 (b).

However, the heat transfer is lower than in a fluid-only cavity with

similar wall temperature distribution ( Fig. 2 (b)) owing to a lower

flow velocity. The current observation indicates that the combined

effect of variations in local porosity close to the wall and the local

wall temperature can result in strong local and overall variations

in heat transfer. 

As discussed earlier, the integral heat transfer varies with the

wall temperature distribution in both the water-only ( Fig. 2 (a))

and porous media ( Fig. 2 (b)) filled cavities. To understand this be-

haviour, we look at the local pore-scale temperature and horizontal

flow velocity in both water-only and porous-media filled cavities

close to the right wall, at Ra f = 10 7 . We already see from the Nus-

selt number contours that the maximum heat transfer from the

right wall occurs at the bottom, and varies with the local temper-

ature distribution at the left wall. The local pore-scale temperature

along the vertical line Y/L = 0 . 8 in the plane X/L = 0 . 41 in both

water-only ( Fig. 8 (a)) and porous media filled ( Fig. 8 (b)) cavties,
 c  
lose to the bottom of the right wall also varies strongly with the

hange in φph of the SWT distribution. In the water-only filled

avities, the temperature at the bottom is lower in cavities with
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Fig. 9. Non-dimensional horizontal velocity ( u ∗y ) along the vertical line Y/L = 0 . 8 , 

in a vertical plane at X/L = 0 . 41 in water-only (a) and porous media filled (b) cavi- 

ties, with the left wall having a sinusoidal temperature distribution with amplitude 

θ amp 

l 
= 1 at φph = 90 ◦ (red) and −45 ◦ (black), at Ra f = 10 7 . The results are com- 

pared with the respective cavities at constant wall temperature (blue). (For inter- 

pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 
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S

WT than in the cavity with CWT ( Fig. 8 (a)). The non-dimensional

orizontal velocity u ∗y , with which the fluid impinges on the right

all, is higher in the cavity with SWT at φph = −45 ◦ ( Fig. 9 (a)),

esulting in higher heat transfer (among the cases considered in

he line plot) followed by the cavities with SWT at φph = 90 ◦ and

WT. While in the porous media filled cavities, the combination

f lower fluid temperature ( Fig. 8 (b)) and higher non-dimensional

orizontal velocity u ∗y ( Fig. 9 (b)) (with which the fluid impinges on

he right wall) is observed in the cavity with SWT at φph = −45 ◦

ollowed by the cavities with SWT at φph = 90 ◦ and CWT. Thus

he combined effect of local temperature and velocity of the fluid

esults in the variation in heat transfer in both water-only and

orous media filled cavities. Since the influence of the packing

aries with the location of the plane, the effect of the variation

n the local wall temperature of the left wall can be better under-

tood from the domain averaged features. 

.4. Domain averaged thermal and flow features 

To understand the reason for the variation in heat transfer with

mplitude and phase angle of SWT in the water-only and porous-

edia-filled cavity, we focus on volume-averaged temperature as

iscussed in the literature [36,37] . The volume-averaged tempera-

ure of the fluid region θm 

defined as: 

m 

= 

∫ ∫ ∫ 
θ f d� f ∫ ∫ ∫ 

d� f 

(7) 

aries in water-only and porous media filled cavities with Ra f 
 Fig. 10 ). In water-only filled-cavities and porous media-filled cavi-

ies at constant wall temperature θm 

= 0 . 5 ( Fig. 10 (D1 and P1)) for

ll Ra f . However, with a sinusoidal wall temperature, a variation in

m 

occurs with the change in phase angle and Rayleigh number,

ith a strong variation in porous-media filled cavities ( Fig. 10 (P1)).

he degree of uniformity of temperature distribution in the cavities
s quantified by calculating < RMTD > m 

defined as: 

MT D m 

= 

√ ∫ ∫ ∫ 
(θ f − θm 

) 2 d� f ∫ ∫ ∫ 
d� f 

(8) 

he value of RMTD m 

ranges between 0 and 1, with a low of RMTD m 

ndicating higher degree of uniformity in the fluid temperature. 

In a water-only filled-cavity with constant wall temperature

 θ amp 

l 
= 0 ), the RMTD m 

( Fig. 10 (D2)) decreases with an increase

n Ra f . When a sinusoidal wall temperature is applied at the left

all, a variation in the RMTD m 

with phase angle 	ph , is observed.

e observe the highest degree of temperature non-uniformity at

ph = 0 ◦, and the smallest at 	ph = 180 ◦. The minimum is less

han the value in the cavity with constant wall temperature, in-

icating an increase in temperature uniformity with SWT at 	ph =
80 ◦ over the uniformity with constant wall temperature. 

Unlike in a water-only cavity, in a porous-media filled-cavity

ith constant wall temperature, we observe a decrease in ther-

al uniformity with an increase in Ra f . The increased flow close

o the wall of the cavity results in a higher temperature differ-

nce between the regions close to the wall and core of the porous-

edia filled-cavity, eventually resulting in the increase in thermal

on-uniformity with an increase in Ra f . Strong variation in ther-

al uniformity with phase angle and Rayleigh number is visible

n porous media filled cavities ( Fig. 10 (P2)). The RMTD m 

in porous-

edia filled cavities at different phase angles and Rayleigh num-

ers are always higher than in a cavity with constant wall temper-

ture. 

The RMTD m 

gives an indication of uniformity in the cavities, but

till doesn’t completely explain the trend we observe in the Nus-

elt number ( Fig. 2 ). We can better understand the trend from the

umulative distribution of the fluid-volume of the cavity with the

on-dimensional temperature ranging between θr = 1 and θl = 0

 Fig. 11 ) at a SWT amplitude of 1 and Ra f = 10 7 . In water-only

avities ( Fig. 11 (a)) the fraction of fluid volume at temperatures

lose to 1 (right wall temperature) is higher at φph = 0 ◦ and −45 ◦

nd so is the fluid at temperatures below 0 (mean left wall tem-

erature). While in the cavity with SWT at φph = 180 ◦ and in the

avity with CWT, the fraction of fluid-volume with temperature

lose to 1 is comparatively lower and no fraction of fluid vol-

me has a temperature below 0. We obtain higher heat transfer

n cavities with higher fraction of volume at temperature close to

 and below 0 ( φph = 0 ◦ and −45 ◦), and heat transfer comparable

o cavity at constant wall temperature in the cavity with SWT at

ph = 180 ◦. Similar behaviour is observed in porous media filled

avities ( Fig. 11 (b)). However, the heat transfer in the cavity at

ph = 180 ◦ is greater than in the cavity with CWT ( Fig. 2 (b)), due

o the increased fraction of fluid at temperature lower than 0. 

The increased values in RMTD m 

indicate the presence of strong

emperature gradients which can result in the production of ther-

al entropy and thus increased thermodynamic irreversibility. In

he current study the irreversibility coefficient 
 , the ratio be-

ween the viscous and thermal irreversibilities [18] defined as: 

= 

νρT re f 

k 

(
α

L (T r − T l ) 

)2 

(9) 

s < < 1. Thus, unlike cases where the contribution by the viscous

issipation is significant (as for example [38,39] ) the contribution

f viscous dissipation to the total entropy generation is very low

nd is thus neglected in our analysis. 

The local thermal entropy generated in the fluid, ˙ S ′′′ 
T 

is calcu-

ated as: 

˙ 
 

′′′ 
T = 

k f 

T 2 
f 

∇ T f · ∇ T f (10) 
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Fig. 10. Variation of non-dimensional volume-averaged mean temperature ( D1, P1 ) and RMTD m ( D2, P2 ) of the fluid, with phase angle at different Rayleigh numbers 

( Ra f − 10 5 , 10 6 , 10 7 ) and different amplitudes (0, 1) of sinusoidal wall temperature in a water-only ( top row ) and porous media filled ( bottom row ) cavity. The dotted lines 

are only to guide the eyes. 

 

 

 

e

S  

w

S  
It is scaled as: 

˙ S ′′′ θ = 

˙ S ′′′ T 

k f 
T 2 

re f 

(
�T 

L 

)2 
(11)

for our visualizations reported in Figs. 12 and 13 . 

To compare the total entropy generated in the fluid region for

different thermal configurations, we also define the total thermal
ntropy generated in the cavities as: 

˙ 
 T = 

∫ ∫ ∫ 
˙ S ′′′ T d� f (12)

here, the integration is carried out over the fluid volume only. 

It is scaled as: 

˙ 
 θ = 

˙ S T 
k f 

T 2 
re f 

(
�T 

L 

)2 
L 3 

(13)
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Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution (discrete) of the fraction of fluid volume where θ ≤ ζ θmax , in water-only (a) and porous media filled (b) cavities, with the left wall having 

a sinusoidal temperature distribution with amplitude θ amp 

l 
= 1 at φph = −45 ◦ (black), φph = 0 ◦ (red), φph = 180 ◦ (blue) at Ra f = 10 7 . The results are compared with the 

respective cavities at constant wall temperature (green). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 

Fig. 12. Entropy generated due to temperature gradient in the fluid region (log 

scale) in a characteristic vertical plane at X/L = 0 . 41 in a water-only (a) and porous 

media filled (b) cavity, with constant temperature left wall θl = 0 and right wall 

temperature θr = 1 , at Ra f = 10 7 . 
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or the comparison of the different configurations reported in

ig. 14 . 

In Fig. 12 (a and b), we observe that the non-dimensional ther-

al entropy generated in both fluid-only and porous medium filled

avities is higher close to the bottom and top of the vertical walls,

here the temperature gradient is higher. The presence of spher-

cal beads results in a comparatively higher temperature gradient

t the core of the cavity ( Fig. 12 (b)) than in a water-only cavity

 Fig. 12 (a)), resulting in higher entropy generation. However, the

ow of fluid ”close to saturated temperature” ( Fig. 6 (b)), redirected

y the porous beads, results in lower temperature gradients at the

ore-space close to the horizontal walls resulting in lower entropy

eneration ( Fig. 12 (b)). 

As expected, the influence of SWT on the local temperature dis-

ribution results in a change in entropy generated in both the cav-

ties. The entropy generation in cavities with sinusoidal wall tem-
erature variation ( Fig. 13 (D1–D4, P1–P4)) is higher than in cavi-

ies with constant wall temperature ( Fig. 12 (a and b)). In a water-

nly filled-cavity with SWT at 	ph = −45 ◦, a decrease in the tem-

erature gradient ( Fig. 7 (D1)) close to the bottom and top of the

avity results in a lower entropy generation at these locations than

n the cavity with constant wall temperature. However, the tem-

erature gradient close to the vertical walls and in the core of the

avity increases, resulting in higher entropy generation at these lo-

ations than in the case with constant wall temperature. A shift

n the regions with a lower entropy generation is evident from

ig. 13 (D1–D4). Close to the left wall of the water-only filled-cavity,

e observe streaks of higher entropy generation which increase in

ize with increasing phase angle. With the change in phase an-

le, 	ph the locations at which maximum entropy is generated

lso changes. The presence of porous-media also results in an in-

rease in entropy generation at all the phase angles ( Fig. 13 (P1–

4)), when compared to the water-only cavities. The long streaks of

ntropy generation observed in the water-only cavities close to the

eft wall vanishes in the porous-media filled cavities. The spherical

eads suppress and redirect the flow ( Fig. 7 (P1–P4)), resulting in

horter/no streaks with high values of entropy generation. Instead

f longer streaks of high entropy generation in the water-only cav-

ty, the presence of spherical beads results in an increased entropy

eneration in the core of the cavity. 

In Fig. 14 we compare the average volumetric entropy genera-

ion (averaged over fluid volume) at Ra f = 10 7 , with constant wall

emperature and sinusoidal wall temperature at different phase an-

les. The average volumetric entropy generation, < 

˙ S θ > V f in all

he thermal configurations is scaled with the average volumetric

ntropy generated in a water-only filled-cavity with constant wall

emperature, < 

˙ S θD (0) > V f . From Fig. 14 , we observe that the total

olumetric entropy generation in a water-only filled-cavity with si-

usoidal wall temperature is roughly a factor 2 higher than in the

ater-only filled-cavity with constant wall temperature. The influ-

nce of the phase angle results in the maximum entropy gener-
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Fig. 13. Entropy generated in the fluid region due to temperature gradient in a characteristic vertical plane at X/L = 0 . 41 in a water-only ( top row ) and porous media filled 

( bottom row ) cavity, with the left wall having sinusoidal temperature distribution with amplitude θ amp 

l 
= 1 and varying phase angle 	ph , at Ra f = 10 7 . 

Fig. 14. Variation of non-dimensional entropy generation of fluid due to tem- 

perature gradient with phase angle at Ra f = 10 7 , with SWT ( θ amp 

l 
= 1 ) and CWT 

( θ amp 

l 
= 0 ) in a water-only (D) and porous media filled (P) cavity. 
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ation at 	ph ≈ ± 135 ◦ and a minimum entropy generation at

	ph ≈ 0 ◦. In a porous-media filled-cavity we see a similar effect
f non-uniform wall temperatures on entropy production, but with

n even larger increase. 

. Summary and conclusion 

We studied the influence that applying a spatially varying wall

emperature to one of the thermally active vertical walls has

n the flow and heat transfer in a differentially heated, water-

lled, cubical cavity packed with relatively large spherical hydro-

el beads. We showed that the phase angle and amplitude of si-

usoidal wall temperature variations strongly influence the fluid

ow and temperature distributions, and consequently the local and

verall heat transfer. At identical average temperature difference,

pplying a spatial variation in wall temperature at well-chosen

hase angle can lead to significant heat transfer enhancement

hen compared to applying uniform wall temperatures at the cost

f increased entropy generation. 

Both the presence of the sphere packing and the nature of the

patial temperature variations along the vertical walls were found

o have a large impact on the velocity and temperature of the fluid

mpinging on the hot and cold walls. This indicates that a varia-

ion in the arrangement of the sphere packing and in the diameter

f the spheres can result in different local and overall heat trans-

er. Also, the spatial distances at which we obtain maximum and

inimum local heat transfer will vary with the amplitude, wave

ength and phase angle arrangement of the wall temperature vari-

tions, especially w.r.t the location of large porosity regions close

o the wall. 

A study on the influence of the spatial frequency of the sinu-

oidal wall temperature variations on the local flow and tempera-

ure distribution, and hence on the heat transfer, is recommended

or future investigation. We expect that cavities with sinusoidal

all temperature variations will behave like the cavities with con-
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tant wall temperature in the limit of high spatial temperature

ariation frequencies, where the formation of local jet formation

ue to the interaction of the downward and upward flow close to

he wall is expected to disappear. 
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ppendix A. Validation of solver 

To validate the steady-state solver ”conjugateHeatSimpleFoam”

n foam-extend-4.0, we simulate natural convection with conjugate

eat transfer in a 2-D cavity illustrated in Fig. A1 , discussed previ-

usly by [40,41] . 

Natural convection in a square L × L cavity with a 0.2 × L thick

onductive left wall is simulated to carry out the validation study.

he conductive left wall is heated and the right side wall of the

uid-filled-cavity is cooled. The top and bottom walls are adiabatic.
ig. A1. Schematic representation of conjugate natural convection in a square en- 

losure with conducting wall. 

ig. A2. Variation of non-dimensional temperature θ along the interface of solid 

nd fluid region at Gr = 10 7 for k s /k f = 1 , 10 . 
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e used a 200 × 240 equidistant grid, with the solver and nu-

erical settings as described in Section 2.2 . We compare our re-

ults for the cases with the thermal conductivity ratio of the solid

all to the fluid, k s /k f = 1 , 10 , at a Grashof number, Gr = 10 7 and

randtl number, P r = 0 . 7 , with the results reported in [40,41] . Our

alues of the non-dimensional temperature ( θ ) at the left solid-

uid interface reported in Fig. A2 are compared to the results re-

orted in [40,41] . We obtain a fair agreement (differences in tem-

eratures less than 5% and differences in heat flux less than 10%)

ith the results by Hriberšek and Kuhn [41] , that were obtained

ith a boundary element method. We see a very good agreement

differences in temperatures less than 1% and differences in heat

ux less than 3%) with the results by Kaminski [40] that were ob-

ained with a steady-state control volume based finite difference

ethod. 
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